Training deep neural networks on large scientific data is a challenging task that requires enormous compute power, especially if no pre-trained models exist to initialize the process. We present a novel tournament method to train traditional as well as generative adversarial networks built on LBANN, a scalable deep learning framework optimized for HPC systems. LBANN combines multiple levels of parallelism and exploits some of the worlds largest supercomputers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The explosion of deep learning in recent years has unlocked the potential to change the way in which we tackle large scale scientific simulations. While machine learning techniques are being applied to many academic, medical, and commercial applications, the field of large scale, scientific machine learning techniques is just beginning to emerge. The scientific community is leveraging advances in deep learning and computational workflows to bridge the gap between approximate scientific simulations and more accurate but expensive and often limited experimental analysis. We refer to this coupling of traditional scientific computing with deep learning as cognitive simulation and envision it as a new way to enable predictive science. There are many challenges to this new methodology including generating large scale scientific data sets for training, developing learning methods for unlabeled data, scaling up deep learning training methods to leverage state of the art supercomputers, and developing novel neural network architectures for scientific applications. In this paper we present our approaches that address these challenges, with a particular focus on the development of parallel methods for large scale training of generative models.
The overarching goal of our cognitive simulation research is the development of techniques that can use machine learning to augment workflows and to supplement, combine, or replace existing heuristics. Depending on where these models engage the simulation they are referred to as being 1) in-the-loop, 2) on-the-loop, or 3) around-the-loop [1] . Notionally, examples of these levels of engagement are 1) directly in a physics simulation, 2) observing and influencing a simulation code, or 3) part of the simulation campaign. Using machine learning (or specifically deep learning) at each of these levels has different requirements for the size of admissible models and the required speed of inference. In this paper we present our work on developing novel generative models that take physical constraints into account and are used around-theloop of an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) simulation campaign. Here we use results from a recently proposed semianalytic simulation model [2] , [3] . to simulate the behavior of the implosion of a fuel capsule in instruments such as the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL). These types of simulations are critical to understanding the physics occurring during an implosion and subsequently improving the output of the experimental campaigns.
Scientific machine learning presents the researcher with several unique challenges. First and foremost, scientific data sets that come from large-scale simulations or experiments can be extremely large, are frequently high dimensional, and require domain expertise to label the data. Secondly, because we are applying novel analysis to uncommon data there is a lack of predefined neural network models or proven model families to draw upon when starting a new analysis. As such, new neural network architectures have to be designed and tuned for specific problems and data sets. This requires massive training of hyperparameters and model exploration.
In this paper, we present our work on extending a scalable deep learning framework with a novel tournament parallel algorithm that is able to train large, complex generative models on massive amounts of multimodal data. Additionally, we have developed a novel, distributed, in-memory data store that is optimized for minimizing file system access during training of deep neural networks. We integrated these 978-1-7281-4734-5/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE algorithms and capabilities into the Livermore Big Artificial Neural Network (LBANN) deep learning framework. LBANN is an open source HPC-centric framework built on the Hydrogen distributed linear algebra and Aluminum GPUaware communication libraries [4] - [8] . The novel tournament algorithm, Let a Thousand Flowers Bloom (LTFB), primarily targets scaling up the training of deep neural networks on massive data sets and leveraging leadership-class HPC systems. The main thrust of LTFB is to minimize the amount of synchronization required for each step of the training algorithm and to develop a mechanism for combining independently trained models. The key feature of LTFB is the independent training of models on partitioned, more manageable data sets, while yielding a model that is as good a one trained on the entire data set. This allows for strong scaling and is accomplished by periodically running a tournament where a locally trained model competes with other models on a held-out "tournament" data set. The winning model continues and losing models are discarded. Propagation of the winning model serves as an efficient encoding of key features from other parititons of the data. The LTFB algorithm provides a mechanism for scalable data ingestion by allowing partitioning of the data set without loss of generalizability. Furthermore, it enables scalable exploration of the initial state space as well as the state space after each tournament. Implementing LTFB within the LBANN framework and coupling it with the datastore allowed us to efficiently train on a 2TB database of 10 million 5-D input parameters, 120 million multispectral images and 10 million 15-D scalar values. This is the first demonstration of learning at such scale on a multi-variate scientific data set.
In addition to our work on large scale learning, developing a cognitive simulation capability requires innovation in scientific workflows and neural network architectures. We briefly present an overview of these capabilities in Sections II. The LTFB algorithm and data-store are discussed in Section III, followed by our experiments in Section IV, and related work in Section V. In summary, we show that LTFB provides the ability to strongly scale the training time of a single neural network architecture, taking advantage of thousands of GPUs, while maintaining a reasonable sized mini-batch. This capability provides a unique ability to explore complex neural network architectures, while using unsupervised learning methods on massive data sets. We summarize our contributions in this paper as follows: generative models to 1024 GPUs without loss in quality.
II. SCIENTIFIC PROBLEM

A. Objective
This work was developed to support inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments at the National Ignition Facility (NIF). These experiments use the world's largest laser to heat and compress a millimeter-scale target filled with frozen thermonuclear fusion fuel (see Figure 1 ). Under sufficiently well-controlled conditions, the compressed fusion fuel will produce enough energy for the target to self-heat, leading to a runaway implosion process called ignition. Ultimately, ignition will produce more fusion energy than the driving laser energy [9] , enabling study of fusion energy production, astrophysical phenomena, and nuclear weapons processes.
Our particular goal was to develop a fast surrogate model that can predict the outcome of ICF experiments. It could be used, for instance, for experiment optimization, statistical uncertainty quantification, or efficient sampling of the experimental parameter space. Robust model inversion could also be used to infer the physics processes underlying experimental observations. Each ICF experiment generates a rich signature set composed of scalars and images, so the surrogate model would be a large generative model for complicated multimodal data. Due to the complexity and sensitivity of ICF experiments, a large volume of simulated data was necessary to train such a model.
B. JAG simulator for ICF
First-principles simulation of ICF implosions require highfidelity multiphysics simulations [10] , frequently taking thousands of CPU-hours per sample. To produce the required volume of data, we instead used the JAG model, a semianalytical model for the final stages of an ICF implosion [2] . Since all experimental signals are generated during this final period, JAG is capable of generating a realistic set of multi-modal outputs while only taking a few CPU-seconds. We performed simulations over a 5-dimensional parameter space -controlling the strength of the laser drive and the 3D shape of the imploding shell -and simulated X-ray cameras on three different lines of sight -each with 4channel hyperspectral energy resolution and spatial resolution of 64 ⇥ 64 pixels. We also postprocessed the JAG output to obtain 15 scalar-valued observable signatures. Thus, each data sample is a pair consisting of an input 5-vector and an output bundle of 15 scalars and 12 images. Generally, varying the drive parameters resulted in highly non-linear variations in the scalar performance metrics and varying the shape parameters resulted in major changes in the X-ray images.
C. Ensemble workflow
Given the strong non-linearities in ICF experiments, it was important to densely cover the five-dimensional parameter space for JAG simulations. This was challenging not only because of the large number of runs and corresponding files, but also because JAG is so fast. Running JAG and performing postprocessing only takes about a minute, so a workflow system's runtime can be dominated by the overhead of scheduling, placing, and executing jobs. We addressed this problem with an extension of the Merlin workflow system [11] , which uses a custom combination of various open-source components to build a highly flexible and efficient framework. We used a spectral sampling approach to optimally assign simulation parameters [12] , resulting in 10 million simulations for the training dataset and 1 million for the test dataset. To manage this enormous number of samples, we packaged the data into 10,000 HDF5 files, each of which contains 1,000 samples.
D. Neural network architecture
The surrogate model was implemented as the CycleGAN shown in Figure 2 since it imposes several desirable consistency conditions. First, internal consistency means that the forward model predicts all of the output modalities jointly. This avoids the uncorrelated errors and physically invalid solutions that can arise if each output modality is predicted independently. Second, physical consistency means that predictions are realistic, ideally to the point where they are statistically identical to the training data. We approximate this by training an adversarial discriminator model to distinguish predictions from data samples [13] . This is technically not a physical constraint, but it does markedly improve the quality of predicted images. Third, self consistency means that there is an inverse model that projects back to the original input. This is particularly useful since both the forward and inverse models would be useful for domain scientists in ICF. From a machine learning perspective, consistency between the forward and inverse models also acts as regularization on an otherwise highly underdetermined problem.
More precisely, the forward model F : R 5 ! R 20 maps from the 5-D experiment parameter space to a 20-D latent space. This is trained a priori using a multimodal autoencoder of all outputs. Predicted scalar values and X-ray images are obtained by passing latent space vectors into a decoder network and the internal consistency condition is enforced with the mean absolute error loss. The discriminator model D : R 20 ! {0, 1} is trained adversarially. The inverse model G : R 20 ! R 5 attempts to enforce the self consistency condition G F ⇡ I using the mean absolute error loss. Each of these components is implemented as a standard fullyconnected neural network. A complete description of the network is available at [14] .
III. SCALABLE DEEP LEARNING
We used LBANN [4] , [5] , an open-source deep learning framework from LLNL, as the platform for this research. LBANN implements a suite of algorithms for training deep learning models on distributed memory architectures, exploiting both data-and model-parallelism to achieve scalable performance on HPC systems. We have extended LBANN in this work to support GANs and have also upgraded the internal infrastructure to improve robustness and scalability when training multiple concurrent models. We have developed a distributed in-memory data store that minimizes access to the parallel file system during training. Finally, we have extended the LTFB algorithm presented by Jacobs et al. [15] to handle GANs.
LBANN's software stack is shown in Figure 3 . The toplevel framework is written in C++ and CUDA. Hydrogen [6] , a fork of Elemental [16] , provides distributed linear algebra with GPU acceleration and Aluminum provides GPU-aware asynchronous communication [8] .
A. Trainers and models
Two key concepts in LBANN are those of trainers and models. A trainer is a collection of compute resources that operate together as a unit. A model is a neural network, comprised of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of tensor operations ("layers"), trainable parameter tensors ("weights"), and data readers. Naturally, trainers are responsible for training models, usually with a variant of stochastic gradient descent. During a model's mini-batch step, the trainer will ingest and preprocess data with a data reader and pass it into the model's DAG. Each trainer manages one or more models and it may accelerate computation with data-parallelism, modelparallelism, or both. Observe that running LBANN with multiple trainers results in two levels of parallelism: within each trainer and between trainers.
B. Data store
One of the key challenges of this work was training data management. Typically, data from large simulation runs are generated, triaged, and dumped to a parallel file system like Lustre or GPFS. A naive data reader would then populate each mini-batch by opening the files for its required data samples. However, recall from Section II that each data file consists of 1,000 samples. In addition, samples should be drawn randomly from the dataset to make sure they are representative of the source distribution. Consequently, each process will open many files and each file may be accessed by multiple processes at the same time. This puts a huge burden on the file system and drastically slows down data ingestion. In a naive approach to I/O, data ingestion can dominate the training time of the model.
To avoid this problem, we have implemented a scalable, distributed in-memory data store in LBANN. Each process in a trainer is assigned to manage a subset of the data to be cached in system memory. Therefore the total data store capacity is proportional to the number of compute nodes in the trainer. At each training step, processes will distribute the locallycached samples that they manage to the trainer's MPI rank that requires them for the upcoming mini-batch. This shuffling is done with non-blocking communication on background threads, so it efficiently overlaps with other computation. The data store itself utilizes Conduit to provide a data-typeagnostic in-memory framework for managing data samples [17] . While some popular open-source frameworks provide local data caching on a single node [18] , [19] , this work presents -to the best of our knowledge -the first distributed in-memory data store in a deep learning framework.
We have explored two approaches to populate this data store, dynamic and preloading. In the dynamic approach, data samples are read from data files during the first training epoch in a similar manner as naive data ingestion, but samples are cached in the data store as they are used. Thus, we only expect to suffer the previously discussed performance penalties during the first epoch, after which no data is read from the file system. For each subsquent epoch, data is incrementally shuffled between the ranks at each mini-batch step. Preloading is a second optimization technique that fully populates the data store prior to training. While this shifts the file I/O burden to a preprocessing step, it allows for optimal access to samples from multi-sample file formats such as HDF5. To preload the data store, each process is assigned a disjoint subset of the data files and accesses, in parallel, all of the data samples within each file. This minimizes the number of files each process opens concurrently, and ensures that each file is only opened by one process per trainer. During training itself, no data is read from the file system.
C. LTFB for GANs
"Let a Thousand Flowers Bloom" (LTFB) is a decentralized variant of population-based training [15] [20] , primarily intended to achieve scalable performance when training neural networks with massive datasets on HPC systems. It begins by initializing multiple trainers and partitioning the training dataset between them. The trainers construct models and train them in a loosely-coupled manner. Training each model between tournaments is independent, and the tournament provides periodic coupling between the trainers. The models are initialized with different weights and hyperparameters, but even identical models will diverge over the course of training since trainers expose different silos of data. Periodically, e.g. at predefined mini-batch intervals, trainers are randomly paired up and made to exchange models. Each trainer will evaluate its two models on a local tournament data set, keeps the one that achieves a better evaluation metric, and then resumes training. Even though each trainer only exposes a model to a subset of the data, models that survive LTFB are likely have been exposed to many trainers at different times, and thus are expected to capture the characteristics of the entire dataset.
This approach has some nice scaling properties. Communication between trainers is limited to infrequent peer-to-peer model exchanges, so increasing the number of trainers does not incur significant performance overheads. Furthermore, if a trainer is efficiently mapped to the hardware topology, e.g. to a compute node, intra-trainer communication is well optimized and the number of processes is typically small enough to fruitfully apply strong-scaling techniques. Finally, the fact that the dataset is divided amongst the trainers helps keep file I/O scalable. [15] . We extended that work to GANs by only exchanging generator models during LTFB rounds and keeping discriminators local to each trainer, as shown in Figure 6 . This approach intuitively mimicks the practice of educating a student with multiple teachers, which has been shown to improve the quality of trained generative models on the MNIST, CIFAR-10 and CelebA benchmarks [21] . It also reduces the inter-trainer communication volume during each LTFB round. 
Previous work on LTFB demonstrated modest scaling on image classification benchmarks
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The LTFB algorithm enables a new dimension for strong scaling deep learning training. We achieve strong scaling by allowing the global data set to be split into smaller partitions and still yielding a trained model that generalizes well on the entire testing data set. The critical contribution of the LTFB training method is that the winning model has learned enough from each trainer and associated data partition to accurately capture the characteristics of the entire training data set. Essentially, when a model is shared it is acting as an encoded representation of its data partition. Thus transfering that learned representation to the new trainer for continuing education. As we will demonstrate in these experiments, the ability for LTFB to strong scale with a given mini-batch size allows it to unlock a new axis of parallelism that is independent of, and composable with existing data and model parallel methods.
To demonstrate the efficacy of the LTFB algorithm we run multiple experiments that show the limits of strong scaling via data parallelism, the challenges of balancing data ingestion and parallel training, a comparison of a plain ensemble method, and the ability of LTFB to provide strong scaling while producing a model of equivalent or better performance. It is important to note that for these experiments we worked with a consistent set of model architecture and hyperparameters for the CycleGAN network described in Section II. Over the course of developing the network and curating the data set, we identified that a mini-batch size of 128 samples, an adam optimizer, and an initial learning rate of 0.001 work well for these experiments. Figures 7 and 8 show some ground truth scalars and images respectively alongside predictions from our model.
A. Setup
Our experiments are run on the Lassen supercomputer at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, within the Livermore Computing collaboration zone (LC CZ). Lassen is a CORAL-class system (like Sierra), with 795 nodes, each of which consists of two IBM POWER9 CPUs and four Nvidia Volta V100 GPUs. The GPUs and CPUs are interconnected with three NVLINK2 connections and each Volta has 16GB of memory the node has 256GB of system memory. Nodes are interconnected via dual-rail InfiniBand EDR. Our implementation of LTFB and the data store were build on a recent development version of LBANN, Hydrogen, and Aluminum. Our software development environment used 
B. Small-scale data parallelism
The most common method of strong scaling model training time is data parallelism: where the samples within a mini-batch Fig. 9 . Evaluating the benefit of increasing the number of GPUs used for data parallel training a single model. are distributed across multiple nodes and partial error signals and gradient updates are aggregated via all-reduce collectives during back propagation. The ability of this method to scale is limited by the global mini-batch size and the amount of compute required per node as it will become communication bound. Figure 9 shows the results of training the CycleGAN on using only 1M samples from the full 10M sample data set. With simple data parallel scaling from 1 node and only 1 GPU training the CycleGAN to using 4 nodes and 16 GPUs there is a 9.36⇥ improvement in steady state epoch time. Figure 9 does show that the benefits of data parallel scaling are starting to diminish around 4 nodes and 16 GPUs, with a decrease in parallel efficiency down to 58%. To provide a good balance between data parallel and independent trainers for the tournament experiments, we use 4 nodes and 16 GPUs to train each model in subsequent sections.
C. Exploring the Data-store
One of the challenges of working with large scale scientific data sets is that the cost to ingest the training, evaluation, and testing data can easily become a bottleneck or complete impediment to training the network. As noted in Section II, the ICF data set is stored in 10,000 HDF5 files with 1,000 samples per file. When the data was generated the samples were stored Fig. 10 . Evaluating training the CycleGAN model with the data store in dynamic mode, preloaded and without the data store on 1M sample data set.
in these HDF5 bundles in the order in which the 5-D input space was explored by the semi-analytical simulation tool. Therefore, to effectively train the neural network it is necessary to randomly sample from all of the available files to pull a uniform distribution for each mini-batch and thus each step of the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm. This type of access pattern creates a significant burden on the parallel file system and leads to training runs that are dominated by the overhead of data ingest. 1 As described in Section III-B, we have developed an inmemory data store that caches the training, evaluation, and potentially test data sets in the system's host memory. Figure  10 show the result of increasing the data parallelism by varying the number of nodes used by the trainer using a 1M sample data set on the Lassen system. On the x-axis is the number of GPUs used to train the model and the y-axis is the epoch time in seconds. The results are presented for three configurations, each of which shows the results for the inital and steady state epochs. In Figure 10 for each number of GPUs on the xaxis, the left three bars show the initial time to load the data set and complete the first epoch for each configuration. The right three bars are the cost of each subsequent epoch as the system enters steady state. Note that the configurations with the preloaded data store did not have sufficient memory to load the model with 1 or 2 GPUs. We see from Figure 10 that using the data store has substantial benefit ranging from a massive 7.73⇥ for a trainer using a single GPU to a 1.31⇥ for a trainer with 4 nodes. When training with a fairly small data set like the 1M subset for this experiment, preloading the data has limited advantage over the dynamically loaded data store. Figure 10 shows that for 4 nodes there is a 1.43⇥ improvement versus no data store, and a 1.10⇥ improvement over the dynamically loaded data store. However, the advantage of preloading substantially improved when transitioning to the 10M sample data set due to the larger number of random file access required by the dynamically loaded data store. Therefore for the next experiment we focus on using 4 nodes per trainer and preloaded data store. The previous two experiments demonstrate that data parallelism within a single trainer can significantly improve the time required for data ingestion, but performance will quickly plateau when using a fixed size mini-batch. 2 This experiment shows that LTFB is able to strong scale the training time of a model without a loss of generalization. We use a 10M sample sub-set of the entire 11M sample data set (leaving 1M for validation) that is described in Section II, and scale up to 1024 Volta GPUs on 256 nodes of the Lassen system.
D. LTFB at scale
In Figure 11 we show the per-epoch training time in steadystate as we increase the number of LTFB trainers from 1 up to 64. The x-axis is the number of GPUs used across all trainers, with each trainer using 16 GPUs across 4 nodes. This corresponds to 1, 8, 16, 32 , and 64 trainers in the experiment of Figure 11 Note that with 4 nodes per trainer, the data store of a single trainer was unable to load the entire 10M sample training data set due to memory capacity. Therefore for the single trainer case we used 16 nodes per trainer and only 1 GPU per node. This increased memory capacity allowed the data store to load both the training and validation data. As noted previously, for the rest of the configurations, we used 4 nodes and 16 GPUs per trainer. As the number of trainers increase, the steady-state epoch time decreases because each trainer is responsible for a smaller partition of the data set. Figure 11 shows that 64 trainers achieve a speedup of 70.2⇥ over the 1 trainer baseline, and an effective 109% parallel efficiency with no loss in model quality. Such superlinear speedups in strong scaling are due to "cache" effects as the aggregate working set size is increased and demonstrates non-linear performance improvements. Looking at the time required for preloading the data in Figure 11 we see that at 64 trainers, the total time for all trainers to load the data has degraded over the 32 trainer test point. This loss in performance is due to contention at the GFPS parallel file system resulting from inter-trainer interference and will be addressed in future work.
As noted earlier, the key attribute of the LTFB training algorithm is that the quality of these models actually improves with the number of trainers. While each trainer is responsible for a smaller share of the global data set, the tournament and model exchange in LTFB produces a model that has been trained on a sufficient subset of the data to provide good generalizability (as measured by forward and inverse loss on global validation data set). Figure 12 shows improvement in quality normalized over single-trainer baseline at the different per-trainer iteration. 
E. Comparing LTFB vs partitioned K-independent training
One simpler alternative to LTFB would be to train Kindependent models and simply select the best final result.
However, that assumes that a single trainer can hold the entire dataset during training which is typically not the case. For example, we were not able to process the data with only four trainers (using 4 nodes per trainer) as a quarter of the dataset proved too large. As the number of trainers used increases, each trainer see fewer samples thus making the data set size more manageable -identical to the behavior of the LBANN trainers during the LTFB. However, while the LTFB model exchange allows each trainer to create models that have learned on compositions of the entire data set, every trainer in the K-independent algorithm is restricted to an ever diminising portion of the full data set. As a result, the models created by the K-independent algorithm generalize more poorly on a held out validation set.
To demonstrate this trade-off, Figure 13 shows comparisons between running LTFB with k trainers vs. k independent trainers using a random 1/k subset of the data. This compares roughly equal runtimes (i.e. equal number of iterations) and equal memory footprints between the two approaches. As shown in the figure, the LTFB approach consistently achieves better results in validation loss. More importantly, with increasing k the gap widens, which is unsurprising as the independent models see progressively smaller portions of the training data and thus generalize less well. This means that for small data in which we can hold all or a significant portion of the training data in memory the K-independent training approach is viable. However, as the size of data sets increases the K-independent training approach breaks down. Another viewpoint to consider is the likelihood of any one independent trainer selecting a small subset of the training data that is distributed sufficiently well to lead to a generalizable model. As the data becomes larger, our chances for this oracular selection will drastically decrease and in the limit they may not even exist. Using the LTFB training algorithm instead produces models with better results for the same compute resources and the datasize is only limited by the memory capacity of the entire system rather than that of a single trainer.
V. RELATED WORK
Recent successes of deep learning in many application domains have encouraged renewed interest in understanding and optimizing neural networks. Of particular interest and related to our work is the subject of scaling neural network training on different architectural platforms. Distributed and parallel training of deep learning algorithms is well-studied but mostly focused on the traditional fields of computer vision and speech recognition [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] . [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] - [31] . Data and model parallelism in these work are orthogonal to our work and are used within each trainer to maximize parallelism. Here, we leverage ideas from these existing domains but focus on generative surrogate model for fusion science application and target HPC systems.
The LTFB algorithm was initially proposed in [15] and demonstrates modest scaling on image classification benchmarks. At about the same time, researchers at Google Deepmind explored a similar idea for hyperparameter exploration without data partitioning [20] . Deepmind's work did not address scaling but demonstrate the utility of population-based training approaches for hyperparameter optimization on a number of computer vision and reinforcement learning benchmarks. In this work we present new methods for applying these tournmanet methods to generative adversarial networks, extend them to a different (scientific) domain with multivariate data, and provide a primary focus on large scale training using HPC systems.
Scientific machine learning is drawing attention to problems that are beyond computer vision and natural language processing [1] , [32] . Prominent recent works are: exascale deep learning for climate analytics [33] , and CosmoF low that used deep learning to learn the universe at scale [34] . In both cases, straight forward large-batch data parallelism is used without addressing convergence issues or the quality of trained regression network
The climate analytics and cosmology problems mentioned above emphasize the challenges of data ingestion and present novel opportunities to improve performance. Kurth et al. [33] developed distributed data staging system in which each rank first copies a disjoint subset of the entire dataset from the parallel file system into its fast local storage, and then distributes the files to other ranks that require them using the point-to-point MPI communication. This significantly reduces the I/O bottleneck at the filesystem. However, as the data staging precedes training, each rank needs to hold all the data files it needs to access on the local storage. On the other hand, LBANN offers a built-in, in-memory data store in which sample data are transferred from the owner rank to the consumer rank as needed before every minibatch using non-blocking communication. This eliminates the redundant in-memory copies of data, hides the overhead in redistributing them and reduces the volume of the redistribution in case that each data file contains multiple samples.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented novel improvements to the "Let a Thousand Flowers Bloom" (LTFB) torunament algorithm that allow it to train traditional and generative adversarial networks at scale. We have discussed how it is integrated into the LBANN open-source scalable deep learning framework, and demonstrated how it enables scalable training of a massive scientific data set. We have accelerated the training and discovery of novel neural network architectures for simulations of capsule implosions for inertial confinement fusion. Our tournament algorithm allows for the parallel training of a single neural network model that has learned on multiple silos of a partitioned data set. We show that as the number of parallel trainers increases, and thus the percentage of the data set show to each trainer decreases, LTFB enables strong scaling of the training time without loss of network quality. We are working with a very large scientific data set that has 10 million unique training samples with 120 million images and 150 million scalar values. To enable efficient parallel training we have developed an in-memory distributed data store that significantly improves the steady state per epoch training time. The aggregation of these technologies provides a scalable deep learning framework that is extremely well suited for parallel training on massive data sets. These capabilities provide the first step along the path of developing a cognitive simulation workflow.
